FREE SAMPLE SERVICE
Ask for a sample before you buy!

Tel: 01494 670 600
Email: admin@alpha-furniture.co.uk

Product ref: LDL

High Stacking Wooden
Upholstered Chair
From: £107.55
Quantity

Price

1 - 24

£115.55

25 - 49

£114.55

50 - 99

£113.55

100 - 199

£112.55

200 - 399

£111.55

400 -

£107.55

Description
This chair is among our most popular wooden, upholstered, stacking church chairs and for many reasons. It
follows a traditional design, with top rail, elegant beech frame and flat-topped back. This chair however features
the ability to stack 7 high in a very solid stack. It is normally finished in solid beech, though Ash or Oak can be
specified. The frame can also be stained to suit other wooden furniture items or features. It is becoming another
classic in church furniture.
Reflecting the varied situations this chair is sold into, it comes with a choice of book storage, communion cup
fitment, linking, arms and fabric options. Chairs can be linked in curves or in straight rows. Armchairs also stack,
as long as they are the top chair.
These chairs are entirely UK made, in a factory with many years of experience and come with our notably long 6
year guarantee. PVC feet can be specified to protect polished floors. As these chairs are made to order items,
there are several modifications that can be made, in order to tailor the chair to your specific needs, eg: made
wider for more elbow room - just call to enquire. Durability, stackability and comfort are the main driving forces
behind the design and manufacture of these traditionally-styled comfortable stacking church chairs. Lead time is 5
weeks from the date of order. A minimum quantity applies for the stain protection option.
Url: https://www.alpha-furnishing.com/product/high-stacking-wooden-upholstered-chair/

Additional information
Weight: 8.4kg
Length: 490mm
Height: 820mm
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Optional Extras
Arm options: None(+£0), Arms (LDLA)(+£17.30)
Book storage: None(+£0), Curved laminate box (OBC)(+£13.85), Curved laminate box with Communion cup hole
(OBC+OCF)(+£18.45), Side Choir box(+£28)
Links: None(+£0), Keyhole link (OLK 1)(+£3.8), Extended Keyhole link Greater Arc (OLK2)(+£4.25)
General options: 1" Wider(+£5.50), Screw-In Felt Feet (OFP)(+£4.65), Spacer block behind link (2) for arms
(OAS)(+£5.10), Communion cup hole in top rail (OCT)(+£3.15), Full back (OFB)(+£5.30)
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